
  

Abstract: Model-independent methods in 
cosmology have become an essential tool in 
order to deal with an increasing number of 
theoretical alternatives for explaining the late-
time acceleration of the Universe. In principle, 
this provides a way of testing the Cosmological 
Concordance model under different assumptions 
and to rule out whole classes of competing 
theories. One such model-independent method is 
the so-called cosmographic approach, which 
relies only in the homogeneity and isotropy of the 
Universe on large scales. We show that this 
method suffers from many shortcomings, 
providing biased results depending on the 
auxiliary variable used in the series expansion 
and is unable to rule out models or adequately 
reconstruct theories with higher-order derivatives 
in either the gravitational or matter sector. 
Consequently, in its present form, this method 
seems unable to provide reliable or useful results 
for cosmological applications.
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Abstract: A lot of attention has been devoted lately to the consideration of 
quantum corrections to the power spectrum of primordial fluctuations, as a possible 
winbdow to unveil quantum geometry phenomena in the Early Universe. In this talk 
I will review the derivation of these corrections in the framework of hybrid Loop 
Quantum Cosmology (LQC). Homogeneous LQC provides a canonical 
quantization for FLRW models free of singularities: the classical big bang 
singularity is replaced by a quantum bounce, the quantum dynamics is everywhere 
well-defined, and physical observables never diverge. On the other hand, hybrid 
LQC extends the LQC quantization to systems with inhomogeneities. For the 
particular case of cosmological poerturbations in flat FLRW supplemented with 
inflation, I will analyze the quantum dynamics of states that verify a Born-
Oppenheimer ansatz. They describe a regime where the cosmological 
perturbations can be regarded as a field propagating over a homogeneous 
quantum geometry. From those states, we will recover a Mukhanov-Sasaki 
equation for cosmological perturbations that incorporates the mentioned quantum 
corrections. Such corrections are encoded in the expectation value of operators of 
the homogeneous geometry. I will discuss how these corrections might lead to 
observational imprints in the primordial power spectra.
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